
(Total for Question 1 is 5 marks)

GCSE
Julie drove 45 km from Bath to Bristol.
She then drove 68 km from Bristol to Cardiff.

Julie’s average speed from Bath to Bristol was 50 km/h.
Julie took 105 minutes to drive from Bristol to Cardiff.

(a) Work out Julie’s average speed for her total drive from Bath to Cardiff.

1

km/h
Graham drove from Dover to Birmingham.
Graham’s average speed from Dover to London was 50 km/h.
His average speed from London to Birmingham was 90 km/h.

Graham says that the average speed from Dover to Birmingham can be 
found by working out the mean od 90 km/h and 50 km/h.

(b) If Graham is correct, what does this tell you about the two parts 
of Graham’s journey?

(4)

(2)
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Betty and Jane cycled along the same 50km route.

Betty took 2 hours to cycle the 50km

Jane started to cycle 5 minutes after Betty started to cycle.
Jane caught up with Betty when they had both cycled 15km.

Betty and Jane both cycled at constant speeds.

Work out Jane’s speed.

1

km/h
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A train travelled along a track in 110 minutes, correct to the nearest 5 minutes.

Jill finds out that the track is 270 km long.
She assumes that the track has been measured correct to the nearest 10 km.

(a) Could the average speed of the train have been greater than 160 km/h?
You must show how you get your answer.

1

Jill’s assumption was wrong.
The track was measured correct to the nearest 5 km.

(b) Explain how this could affect your decision in part (a).

(4)

(1)
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GCSE
Julie drove 45 km from Bath to Bristol.
She then drove 68 km from Bristol to Cardiff.

Julie’s average speed from Bath to Bristol was 50 km/h.
Julie took 105 minutes to drive from Bristol to Cardiff.

(a) Work out Julie’s average speed for her total drive from Bath to Cardiff.

1

Bath -
Bristol

Bristol -
Cardiff Total

Distance 45 km 68 km 113 km

Speed 50 km/h x

Time 0.9 hours 105 = 1.75 
hours

0.9 + 1.75
= 2.65

S

D

T

T = 
Average speed = 

.

km/h42.3
Graham drove from Dover to Birmingham.
Graham’s average speed from Dover to London was 50 km/h.
His average speed from London to Birmingham was 90 km/h.

Graham says that the average speed from Dover to Birmingham can be 
found by working out the mean od 90 km/h and 50 km/h.

(b) If Graham is correct, what does this tell you about the two parts 
of Graham’s journey?

(4)

(2)

The time taken for both parts of the 
journey must be equal.
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Betty and Jane cycled along the same 50km route.

Betty took 2 hours to cycle the 50km

Jane started to cycle 5 minutes after Betty started to cycle.
Jane caught up with Betty when they had both cycled 15km.

Betty and Jane both cycled at constant speeds.

Work out Jane’s speed.

1

km/h

Betty’s speed = 
.

= 20 kmph

Time for Betty to go 15km = 

= = hour = 45 mins

S

D

T

Time for Jane to go 15km = 

= 45 min – 5 minutes 
= 40 mins = hour

Jane’s speed = 

= 15 ÷ = 15 x = = 22.5 kmph

22.5
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A train travelled along a track in 110 minutes, correct to the nearest 5 minutes.

Jill finds out that the track is 270 km long.
She assumes that the track has been measured correct to the nearest 10 km.

(a) Could the average speed of the train have been greater than 160 km/h?
You must show how you get your answer.

1

Time: 110 minutes to the nearest 5 Max: 112.5
Min: 107.5

Distance: 270 km to the nearest 10
Max: 275
Min: 265

Greatest speed =  

 
= 

.
= 2.558.. Km/m

Max Speed = 2.558 x 60 = 153 km/h

The average speed could not be greater than 160km/h.

Jill’s assumption was wrong.
The track was measured correct to the nearest 5 km.

(b) Explain how this could affect your decision in part (a).

(4)

(1)

Less maximum distance in the same time would mean 
maximum average speed would drop


